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Individual Start Brigitte 

Throughout the first iterations of the moodboard I found out that ‘less means more’ in terms of communication. The first try I added 
so many details that the whole message ‘distant’ became blurry. During the feedback in class, I saw that even though you might have 
chosen good images for the word, it is the general composition that conveys the message. 
As for the sketches, someone in our group first draw humans and their posture in a certain feeling and translated that into chairs. I 
thought anthropomorphizing the chair is easier when you have a clear vision on the human posture experiencing a certain emotion. 
Personally I thought I would not gain much from sketching so many chairs, however I figured out that if you push yourself to draw 
over the threshold of inspiration you get the most interesting far-fetched original ideas. 
For the next week I will try to look for stronger images and take the general composition of the moodboard more into account. Other 
than that I will try sketching from human postures. 
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Fig 1&2: Adding too much defuses the message 



3Fig 3&4: Sketches and final moodboard design



For the first (individual) moodboard my topic was Mechanical. In the mindmap I made for this moodboard I used words as: Machin-
ery, Robust, Routine, Standardized, Heavy, Sharp. From here the search for images in magazines started. During this search I was 
specifically searching for mechanical looking images. This resulted in a moodboard with all pictures that had some sort of mechanical 
feeling in it, however there was no cohesion and the moodboard became very busy. The sketches I made for this first week are quite 
elaborate, this made it hard to reach the 64. In the intermediate meeting I got the feedback to take one idea and sketch multiple chairs 
around this idea. After this the sketching became more easy and I finished in time. During the class I realized that my moodboard was 
not very good, it did not convey the feeling of mechanical but it was more a collage of mechanical images.

Individual Start Daan 
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Fig 5&6: Mindmap and first design for the moodboard



5Fig 7&8: Sketches and final moodboard design



Vulnerable and Strong Iteration 1 
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For the remaining part of the course we teamed up. In the first week together we got to make a moodboard transitioning between the 
opposite words strong and vulnerable, 256 sketches and scaled chairs. We decided to make the chairs and sketches individually and 
the moodboard together. 
For the moodboard we decided to make everything completely opposite; theme, colours, amount and size of the images. For the com-
position we placed the ‘strong’ above the ‘vulnerable’ to emphasize its strength, combined with very bright or powerful imagery, for 
example a car driving in a thunderstorm or a bright lions head. The snail was meant as a ‘clean’ division between strong and vulnera-
ble, its house on top as strong and the body beneath as vulnerable. The vulnerable images below were less bright and smaller in size. 
Used here were, for example, a wounded bird and a baby. All the way down the whole moodboard seemed to be leaning on the small 
leg of a ballerina to emphasize the vulnerability. 

During the lesson looking at other groups we figured out that a transition could also be reached using one theme. The feedback we 
received was to even make the moodboard less literal and to challenge ourselves to not use any images that literally portray vulnera-
bility. As for the little chairs, we got the feedback that the choice of material emphasized the feeling created of for example ‘strong’.
For next week we will try to use less literal images in the moodboard and experiment with one theme.

Fig 9&10: Class discussions



7Fig 11&12: Small models and vulnerable to 
  strong moodboard



This week was all about material exploration. And so for the moodboard we decided to use one theme this time, which was material. 
We ranked small, square samples from strong to vulnerable, keeping the color scheme throughout the transition in mind. We kept the 
same idea as last week to go from one to many, from bleached to powerful colours, from light to dark, from spread out to solid and 
from small to wide.
The difference in composition that instead of vertical now a diagonal line was used on which the materials transitioned between the 
two words. Using the moodboard as inspiration we selected a few materials to make small scale chair of. 
For the material study we decided to chose one design to test how different materials affect the experience they convey. The materials 
used differed in thickness, we immediately saw that this influenced the experience the material communicated. For example, 
although steel is a stronger material than MDF, the MDF used was thicker than the steel resulting in the MDF chair giving a stronger 
feel. 

We received good feedback on how we explored and experimented with different materials. 
For the next week we will take the thickness of the material into account as well, since it influences the experience just as much as the 
material itself. 

Vulnerable and Strong Iteration 2 
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Fig 13&14: Material explorations and material moodboard



9Fig 15: Magnification of the material moodboard



Vulnerable and Strong Iteration 3 
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This week we made our first full scale chair, this chair could transform between the two states we worked with before: strong and 
vulnerable. The sketch we found most interesting showed a chair in which all the weight was leaning on one tiny horizontal leg in 
the vulnerable state. The transition should be done through flipping this leg around to a vertical position, when all three legs of this 
chair would stand vertical giving a static, strong feeling we figured. However in after building it we found out that the chair was very 
wobbly in both states, this because the two back legs could always rotate around the seat. This made the strong state quite vulnerable 
as well the vulnerable state, which was nearly impossible to sit on.
These bad qualities of our chair were confirmed during the class; classmates did not experience our ‘strong’ state as strong, since the 
legs of the chair were wobbly and thin. This did not come forward during the user test we conducted, because we asked the ‘wrong’ 
questions. We only asked them to choose between ‘strong’ and ‘vulnerable’, which they answered as we expected. By the use of this 
method however, we missed the opportunity of unexpected input. 

Fig 16&17: Sketches and one of the not chosen explorations
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Luckily, feedback from the class did gave us new insight; “Three legs for the strong state, is a weird choice, since this does not make the chair 
stable at all. Why don’t you switch the two states around?” Since we wanted to keep the critical leg for the vulnerable state we did not 
switch the states around, however it became very clear that we focussed so much on the vulnerable state that we neglected the strong 
state, so for next week we’ll need to give more attention to the strong state of the chair and take into account the comment of the class. 
Next to that we neglected last week’s lesson on how thickness influences the experience, thus for the strong state we will also need to 
take the thickness of the chair legs into account.

Fig 18&19: Our first real scale chair design



This week we improved the design of our first full scale chair, to confirm the strength of our ideas we decided to first make two scale 
models. With the feedback from last week we decided to make the strong state stronger, preferably through having four legs instead 
of three to stand on. But to not lose on the vulnerable state after the transition we tried to use a plane instead of two legs leading to 
the first scale model. 
In the second scale model we tried to experiment with having a stool rather than the three legged vertical chair in the strong state. The 
strong one has three legs and a closed plane. The other state has two legs and one almost horizontally (our first idea). 
After the meeting our lecturer told us that he saw a human shape in the first one and told us that experimenting with 
anthropomorphism could be interesting. 
Since the further idea of the second scale model didn’t work out, we decided to go with the human shape and made a modification to 
our old big model. To make it less wobbly we also strengthened the back legs with transparant feet. 

Vulnerable and Strong Iteration 4 
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Fig 20&21: From scale exploration to interation on the big model
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During the user test we figured out that people were now easily be able to see the two states, however the experience of sitting on 
them is in both cases still wobbly and vulnerable. 

So for the final week of the course we will try to take into account the experience people have whilst sitting on the chair. 
Also, whilst conducting the user test, we found new inspiration about expanding and imploding, because of the turnable part in our 
design that can be taken out, we want to use this idea in the final design. Especially since we were not completely satisfied with the 
experience the current states of the chair designs gave, so we decided to use all insights learned over the past weeks and make a new 
design for the final work including all those. 

Fig 22&23: The strong state explained to the class



For our last chair design we gained inspiration from the mechanism of pulling out and pushing in a beam used in our previous 
design. Our final design is still a stool in the vulnerable state and a proper chair, with arm- and backrests, in the strong state. 

For the vulnerable state we used the same method we have been using throughout the whole elective: having thin, almost translucent 
colours at the bottom of the design, whilst the more powerful darker colours are on leaning on the vulnerable to make it even more 
so. The uncomfortable height of the stool make the user feel vulnerable whilst sitting on it, since they can not reach the ground. 
The parts visible in both states we kept as neutral in material as possible by picking wood and using simple black leather. 
In the strong state steel bars become visible and an arm- and backrest would appear, so next to the strong look it also felt strong whilst 
sitting on it. 
During the final presentation we received good feedback on our final design.

Vulnerable and Strong Iteration 5 
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Fig 24&25: Magnification of details: our final design
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Fig 26: The vulnerable state of our final design

Fig 27: And the  strong state



Reflection Brigitte 
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The most important lesson for me was how to convey an intended product experience, of course I did try that before, yet never so 
conscious. Because during this course I learned the tools to achieve such communication; moodboard, sketches, material use and user 
testing. 
The user testing during our process gave me another insight, since I used to only ask their opinion at the end of a design process to 
validate my assumptions, inquiring them earlier in the process might have given me new ideas before that, ending up with a much 
more elaborate design. Looking back now, I think that during this elective we should have asked the users more questions to explore 
options rather than validating assumptions. 
Making moodboards gave me a lot of inspiration for the sketches, I think that without this I wouldn’t be able to sketch as much. 
Though making small tangible models is still the best way to explore ideas for me, I figured out that if you push yourself to draw over 
the threshold of inspiration you get more far-fetched and original ideas, which is worth sketching for. 
Last but not least, I really enjoyed making and designing the chairs. 



Reflection Daan 

To start with I learned the most of the idea behind this elective, that by making a deliberate choice one can give a product a certain 
look or feeling. This was something I didn’t consider conscious before, but I belief that taking this into account can only improve a 
product if it is meant for a certain target group or client. 
Next to that I learned how to convey an idea or feeling with a moodboard as well. Were first I made a collage of corresponding 
images, in the end my moodboards conveyed a feeling of the general idea. Moodboards like this, that really go to the core of an idea 
can be used as inspiration for design very well. 
Finally I gained a lot of practical skills as well like working with Perspex and fabrics. The most important lesson however is to think 
through every measurement and detail of a design in order to make it properly. This overall progress, I will use in future projects and 
electives to convey a certain image for a product if this is needed.  
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